
ADD AN EXPRESSIVE THERAPIES

INTERNSHIP SITE 

Is there a site you would like to intern at but
they are not in the Tevera internship database?

If the site meets our internship site criteria and
the site is a willing participant, we can add
them! 

How To 

STEP-BY-STEP

Lesley Internship Sites 



Listen to the
VoiceThread to find
out the steps you
must take before

adding a site. 

01

Link to Voice Thread to be Here 

Once you've completed all the
steps outlined in VoiceThread 
you may proceed.  



02 Select your degree program from
the drop-down menu at the top. 

03 Select Browse Sites.

05 Select Add Placement.  



04 Scroll to the bottom of the page. 

05 Hit the Suggest a Site button. (to be
edited to say Add a Site or New Site
Application with new screenshot) 

06 Type in the name of the site 
you wish to add. 



07 Matching sites may come up.
Confirm your site is not already 
in the database. 

08
When you confirm your desired site is
not in the database, hit the Suggest
button to proceed. 



09 Once you have researched, contacted 
 and interviewed with your proposed
site you  may proceed with adding your
site name. Hit the + sign next to New
Site Application. 

Hit Start.
 

Type in or select the email addresses
the New Site Application will be sent to.
You will choose the contact person at
the site for the top two emails (Brian or
Chris) for the last signature.  



When the New Site Application has been
completed in Tevera by the proposed
site, the Field Training Office will review
it and then approve it in Tevera.  

Hooray! You're Done! 

10

If you need assistance, contact Mary Plouff at the FTO at mplouff@lesley.edu. 
Please specify you are an Expressive Therapies student in your email.  


